doubtful meaning. A word, a phrase, a sentence, or other linguistic objects are called ambiguous if they can be reasonably interpreted in more than one way. The simplest case is a single word with more than one sense. The word "bank", for example, can mean "financial institution", "edge of a river", or other things.
In expository writing / speech, ambiguity is usually something to be avoided, because it results in the reader's / hearer"s confusion and culminates in wrong communication. Many creative works, nevertheless, employ ambiguity quite effectively, when the desired result is poetic rather than the straight communication of knowledge / information. Ambiguity can be understood by studying its intrinsic properties and its significance with respect to the real world and language, both literal & non-literal. Further, one can understand it better by comparing it with other aspects which also involve misleading parallels. The discussion about ambiguity in the context of meaning leads to discussion about the genesis of ambiguity. Analysis of ambiguity necessitates the understanding of its types and levels.
AMBIGUITY AND THE REAL WORLD
Psychological, social and cultural events provide a moving ground on which meanings of words take root and expand their branches. Language in the real world is a pointer to the meaning which can even be understood without words, say, communicating by moving hands or nodding head, raising eyebrows, making wrinkles on nose etc. The unspoken or unwritten context of communication like gestures, sociolinguistic elements etc. supports, modifies, amplifies and adds to the meaning of any text communicated. The unspoken or unwritten context is provided by the shared cultural matrix. The common universe of culture offers the model or parameters, which enable the listener or reader to undertake disambiguation easily and naturally. Such disambiguation is a cultural phenomenon.
Field Work
In a real world situation, ambiguity would confuse the readers and hearers and disrupt the flow of communication. Ambiguity leads to incorrect conclusions and conceals bad arguments. Naturally enough, it is looked upon as an obstacle to communication. A field study was undertaken to understand how ambiguity is resolved in the real world in order to maintain smooth communication.
Methodology for Field Work
Words for survey were chosen by applying heuristics methods. The words chosen are in frequent use in respect of most of their meanings or uses. While studying on-line "Marathi Wordnet"
1 it was observed that knowledge of different meanings of a given word is likely to depend upon education, age, location/geographic area, occupation and languages known to the user. About a hundred informants were examined. Informants were chosen to be representative of such parameters.
The aim of this field study was not to study any sociolinguistic issue but to find the extent to which humans know different meanings of a given word and how humans try to understand the meaning of a word in given sentence.
The information from the informants about tackling ambiguities in the real world was collected on the basis of the questionnaire given in the table 1. It also includes personal information of informant for the sake of listing and not for any sociolinguistic study.
Prior to further study, meanings of words in the questionnaire were determined with the help of a few dictionaries 2 and Marathi word net 1 . After scientific analysis of this information, observations are noted. These observations will be useful as the foundation for designing strategies for disambiguation in the process of machine translation.
Results of Field Work
The observations are tabulated as shown in table 2. This table contains a snapshot of these observations. The number following the word in the first column denotes the number of meanings fixed for that word.
For a given word, the table records the average number of known meanings recalled in first attempt, the average number of meanings recollected after a clue to another single meaning, the ways to differentiate meanings, and the average number of meanings of word understood when used in sentence.
To prepare the baseline for designing strategies for developing "disambiguation tools", the data recorded is recast as shown in table 3.
The tools or apparatus for disambiguation used by informants are recorded categorizing them as per grammatical categories i.e. according to the "part of speech". Usually related words (e.g. arguments / subject object or adverbs for verbs, adjectives for nouns) are used for disambiguation. Some times substitution of synonym or antonym also serves the same purpose.
These observations are further used while working on ambiguity and the machine. Some of the tools like the knowledge of related words listed in table 3 are useful in rule-based machine translation while others like substitution of antonyms (as with hard, which has two unrelated antonyms, soft and easy) are useful in statistics-based / corpus-based machine translation.
Thus, in the real world, disambiguation is attempted in the common universe of culture, which contains as an element, the unspoken or unwritten context. Such cultural matrix of unspoken or unwritten context is not available for machine transactions. Still we can claim that ambiguity can be resolved in machine Though it is not relevant to the topic under discussion it is significant that most of the informants could not verbalize the procedures describing why a particular word has the different meanings that it does in the respective sentences though they could disambiguate words in those sentence. Many of the informants avoided listing ambiguous words and ambiguous sentences. The task of listing ambiguous words and ambiguous sentences was merely meant to collect diversified examples of ambiguity.
Thus the context is a powerful enough tool to resolve the ambiguity at any instance of it. Though ambiguity is treated as a hurdle in communication someway; it is also referred as beauty in expression at some occasions, especially in literature.
AMBIGUITY AND LITERARY CRITICISM
In one of its aspects, ambiguity in a linguistic expression may consist of an indeterminate and playful use of language. It may even be deliberate. In the Sanskrit tradition, some instances of ambiguity are treated as the ornamental use of language in literature; it is known as "shlesha alankaara". For example, in a Sanskrit dialogue, God Shankar says to Parvati, "sthaaNurmugdhe" (Shiva"s dear!) and Parvati answers, "taru na wadatii" (trees don"t speak). In this dialogue, there is the ornamental / figurative use of the word "sthaaNu" ("Shiva" and "tree"). The phenomenon of ambiguity is known as "shlesha alankaara". "alankaara" refers to any deliberate, playful use of language, especially in poetry, that adds to or enhances the beauty of language.
William Empson
3 devised a credible theory of literary criticism by developing an autonomous model of ambiguity. He invested ambiguity with prestige and offered to elucidate the impact that poetry has on the reader because of its characteristic, namely, ambiguity. He identified seven types of ambiguity. Before Empson, an ambiguous text was a faulty text or one that failed to produce a precise reference to a desired particular. For the purpose of his essay, ambiguity means any verbal nuance, which gives scope for alternative reaction.
Empson was pointing out that the reason why a particular poem (text) was felt to be beautiful was not a sociological reason and psychology was not relevant for explaining beauty. The analysis of a poem could be strictly based on its text. The key lies in recognizing ambiguity as the operative factor. One realizes that a text is beautiful before one notices that the underlying meaning is complex as the ambiguities are held in place by poetic techniques and are not allowed to disturb the inherent theme. The important point was that the complex meaning of a text and the involved reactions to it are susceptible to sequential analysis as the method of ambiguity works by playing analysis and appreciation against each other.
On the way to understand the beauty of the text, Empson discovered that ambiguities had a role to play in creating the sense of beauty. It was enough for him to develop techniques for identification of ambiguities. We however need to resolve them.
Resolving ambiguity presumes its identification. Once it is identified, it can be possible to resolve ambiguity merely by textual a nalysis even in case of deliberate playful use of language. Ambiguity can be well identified if its source, its genesis is well understood.
GENESIS OF AMBIGUITY
Arbitrariness of the sign in language use which is an inherent property of natural language could be the reason for ambiguity. It was Saussure 4 who initiated the discussion regarding to the arbitrariness of the sign. He proposed that there is no mutual correspondence between a word and a thing. The meaning in each situation appears as an effect of the underlying structure of signs. The signs themselves do not have a fixed significance. Sign is only what it represents for someone. The signifier may stay the same but the signified will shift in relation to context. Whatever be the factors involved in any linguistic change, they always cause a shift in the relationship between the sign and the signification. There can be shift in denotative meaning also. (e.g. Silly: honest to stupid / interchange in meaning of "tikhta" and "kaTu" from Sanskrit to Marathi.) There is arbitrariness in the attribution of significance and its verbalization which in some instances may result in ambiguity.
The distinction between referential and attributive uses of definitive description may give rise to ambiguity. Further, this distinction is supported by the synonymy and polysemy of syntactic constructions.
Ambiguity arises when more than one aspect of the construction is presented to the mind. This can happen if there is a shift of written or spoken emphasis. Sometimes ambiguity can be accounted for by the use of grammar and its nature. Following are some of the parameters of grammar which can cause ambiguity.  Realization of Coordinates "wruddha strii aaNi puruSh" / "wruddha strii aur puruSh" / old men and women (old men and old women or women and old men)  Attachment of Add-positions In Hindi, "giitaa para … mata rakho" is ambiguous as "giitaa" can be a book or a girl / woman when context is specified as "chiij" or "wishwaasa", the meaning of "giitaa para" can be fixed. "giitaa para chiij mata rakho" means "Do not keep a thing on Gita, the book" whereas "giitaa para wishwaas mata rakho" means "Do not believe in Gita, a girl / woman". It is different in Marathi, the noun "giitaa" gets inflected before attachment of any postposition in the sense of book and "giitaa" does not inflect in such situation in the sense of a girl / woman.  Anaphoric Use of Pronouns / Pronoun Agreement The sentences in Hindi, "laDakene laDakiise maafii maangii and "use waha achchhaa nahii lagaa" means "the boy apologized to the girl" and "she /he did not like it." Such types of sentences are not ambiguous in Marathi. The sentences in Marathi, "mii gurujiinna bheTale" and "mii baaiinnaa bheTale" and "mii tyaannaa namaskaara kelaa" means "I met my male teacher and I met my female teacher and I saluted her / them." In these sentences, the pronoun "tyaannaa" (inflected form of "te" (male, singular) and "tyaa" (female, plural)) can refer either to a respected man or woman as well as to ordinary men or women.  Mistakes of commission and omission of punctuations "ruko, mat jaao" and "ruko mat, jaao" / wait, don"t go and don"t wait, go. The string written without punctuation marks as "ruko mat jaao" is ambiguous and it can mean in both ways. In Marathi, as verb forms are different when they preceed or not any negation, there cannot be example of such ambiguous sentences.  Use of inflectional affixes "ekaa taasaata" / eka ghanTe men / within an hour (in time less than an hour or time up to an hour)  Use of sentence fragments "dikshaa miLalii" / "dikshaa mil gaii" / got to be initiated in a religion or met Dikshaa, a girl / woman  Use of misplaced modifiers "bhayankara chaangalaa" / "khataranaaka achchhaa / horrible (deadly) + good  Relative scope of quantified noun phrases "itakii iichchhaa" / "iitanii iichchhaa" / this or that much wish  Existence of long distance dependencies "malaa maitriNine bheTawastuu dilii. tii chaangalii aahe" / "mujhe mere saheliine bhenT dii. waha achchhii hai." / My friend gave me a gift. It was nice. In these sentences, "tii" / "waha" / it can refer to the friend or the gift.  Use of non-coded nominal compounding "chashmaaghara" / "chashmaaghara" / case of single spectacles or shop of spectacles  Realization of subject-verb agreement Marathi phrase, "(baajaaraata) aala aala", means in Hindi and English as "baazaara main (bechane ke liye) adaraka aayaa and "the dried ginger is available in the market" respectively. In Hindi "gayaa gayaa means in Marathi and English as "gayaa gelaa" or "gayelaa gelaa" and "Gayaa, a male went" or "went to Gaya, a city" respectively.  Existence of ellipses "yeuuna jaa / aakara jaana / come and go or come once) Thus, more than one aspect of the construction is presented to the mind for several reasons as narrated above. We say, in a sense, ambiguity is uncertainty regarding interpretation. More generally, in many cognitive processes there will be parallel concepts such as vagueness, and logical fallacy, all being potential hurdles to communication. In essence and in operation, they differ from one other.
AMBIGUITY CONTRASTED
The question that arises is that how genuine ambiguities can be distinguished from spurious ones. Part of the answer lies in identifying phenomena with which ambiguity may be confused.
Linguistic ambiguity is one way to mean different things by saying one, but there are others like homonymy (mentioned above), logical fallacy, vagueness, relativity, indexicality, non-literality, indirection and inexplicitness. All these other phenomena illustrate something distinct from multiplicity of linguistic meaning. Equivocation or amphiboly being a variety of ambiguity may not be a "misleading parallel" in this sense. The term ambiguity will be clearer if we compare it with such misleading parallel terms.
Ambiguity
Ambiguity refers to the multiplicity of possible distinct meanings o f an expression (e.g.: Man as a noun and as a verb).
Amphiboly or Amphibology
Amphiboly and amphibology are the names given to a verbal fallacy arising from ambiguity in the grammatical structure of a sentence. (e.g.: teenagers should not drive; it is too dangerous on the street.) Amphiboly and amphibology refers to a phrase or sentence where none of its individual word is ambiguous but its construction is ambiguous.
Vagueness
Vagueness refers to no distinct meaning. (e.g.: any relative term like, talltaller-tallest). An expression is vague if it includes within its purview borderline cases such as bald, heavy and old. Heavy people are lighter than non-heavy elephants. Relativity is illustrated by these vague words. Such terms apply to items on the fuzzy region of the scale. Terms like just, intelligent etc. expressing cluster concepts are vague as their instances are determined by the application of several criteria, not one of which is decisive. In Russell's opinion 5 , vagueness is also a problem of language rather than anything else.
Logical Fallacy
A logical fallacy is an error in the logical argument or reasoning which is independent of the truth of the premise. It is the mistake regarding logically related propositions or statements in an argument. The conclusion does not follow from the premises provided to support it. Both conclusion and premises may actually be true but still the argument can be invalid if the conclusion does not follow from the premises presented.
This happens due to wrong logical relatedness. Equivocation is one of the examples of logical fallacy.
Equivocation
Equivocation is a fallacy committed when some one uses the same word with different meanings in an argument (e.g.: Feather is light. What is light cannot be dark. So, feather cannot be dark). Such words normally have strong emotional contents. The fallacy of equivocation arises by equating two incompatible terms or claims. It may be caused by misleading use of equivocal i.e. ambiguous or doubtful linguistic entity / entities. Amphiboly refers to a syntactic shift while equivocation refers to a semantic shift.
The relation between ambiguity, vagueness and logical fallacy can be represented graphically as in figure 1.
Other Comparable Terms
Indexical terms, like you, here and tomorrow, have a fixed meaning but variable reference. For example, the meaning of the word tomorrow does not change from one day to the next, though of course its reference does. Non-literality (e.g. you are the icing on my cake), indirection (e.g. I wish you could sing longer and louder) and inexplicitness (e.g. Nothing is on TV tonight) are further ways in which what a speaker means is not uniquely determined by what the words mean. They can give rise to unclarity in communication. These are not cases of linguistic ambiguity but can be confused with it because speakers are often said to be ambiguous.
There is no consensus on how to draw the line between cases of one ambiguous word and cases of two homonymous words. Perhaps the difference is ultimately arbitrary. Words like verbs do and put, and prepositions, "at, to and in" have numerous yet closely related uses. They are often described as polysemous rather than ambiguous. Ambiguity is merely apparent and is better described as semantic under-determination in such cases. On such occasions when the words are unambiguous but do not make what they mean uniquely determinable, use of Logical Fallacy 
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Amphiboli the language is usually described as ambiguous as it involves linguistic meaning rather than speaker"s meaning (pragmatic ambiguity).
There was an intelligent comment on "ambiguity" noted during field work. "It can be said that there exists ambiguity if and only if there can be two interpretations or two possible meanings of an entity in a given context. If the meanings are mutually complementary, then one need not refer to ambiguity of an entity though in the dictionary it is listed as having multiple meanings" (e.g. terminology "paaribhaashik shabda"). Here the informant is pointing to pragmatic ambiguity unknowingly.
However, ambiguity is a fact of linguistic life which refers to multiple distinct meanings. Vagueness refers to no distinct meaning, and equivocation refers to equating two incompatible terms, while amphiboly refers to the expression with multiple meanings due to its structure. Indexicality, non-literality, indirection and inexplicitness are the terms which refer to the occasions of semantic underdetermination.
As a consequence of the above discussion, one can claim that ambiguity, intended or unintended, can be resolved systematically. However, the other types of distortions such as vagueness, fallacies etc. are not susceptible to being resolved. Rather, these distortions are the projections of incomplete mental processes or of accidents. This project restricts itself to the phenomenon of ambiguity, a linguistic phenomenon.
AMBIGUITY AND LINGUISTICS
Ambiguity is a property of the linguistic expression. It is an intrinsic property of natural language. This property is prominently exhibited during the communication among human beings. If an expression jars upon reading or hearing, there could be lurking ambiguity. Ambiguity has a tendency to slip constantly from denotation to connotation. Even when the speaker or writer has no intention to be ambiguous, the mere use of language could lead to ambiguity. It is a semantic phenomenon dependent upon linguistic meaning rather than the speaker"s or writer"s intentions.
Though ambiguity results from incomplete, conflicting, or complex mental processes, the expression of ambiguity will always be a linguistic expression. The linguistic expression remains material irrespective of the source, the cause or the type of ambiguity.
When one hears or reads ambiguous words, he or she can simultaneously access his or her cultural background, draw upon his or her knowledge of the language and rule out the irrelevant meanings. In most instances of communication, ambiguity is an important linguistic issue. There are different techniques to handle different instances of ambiguities.
(Translation of Marathi words in the following discussion are given in the order of Hindi / English without mentioning the name of the language each time. Similarly, homologous examples are given in the order of Marathi / Hindi / English (if there)) Disambiguation of the lexeme "puujya" ("wandaniiya" / respectable & "shuunya" / zero) can be achieved by performing syntactic analysis and part of speech tagging. "puujaa", both in Marathi and Hindi has three meanings, namely, given name of a female, worship and plural imperative form of verb "puujaNe" in Marathi and perfect conditional or indicative form of verb "puujanaa" in Hindi (to worship). Most of the time ambiguity at the lexical level is resolved at the sentence level. But disambiguation process of the sentence "ghyaa jhaalii puujaa hyaa gharaachii." / "lo ho gaii puujaa isa ghara kii" is quite complex. There are two syntactic items, namely, "gharaachii puujaa hoNe" / ghara kii puujaa honaa" (this expression has three connotations, perform worship for / worship of a house or worship by members of a house / family) & "puujaa gharaachii hoNe" / "puujaa ghara kii honaa" (Puja becomes member of a house / family). Both of these syntactic items can realize in the same linguistic string as in "ghyaa jhaalii puujaa hyaa gharaachii." / "lo ho gaii puujaa isa ghara kii". Additionally, in this linguistic string, there are three ambiguous entities, a lexeme as "puujaa", and a phrase as "gharaachii hoNe" / "ghara kii honaa", and morpheme as "chii" / "kii". The most ambiguous morpheme in Marathi and Hindi is nothing but "chii" and "kii" respectively. In sum, different strategies need to be applied to disambiguate different types of linguistic entities since there are different levels of complexity.
Ambiguity in a linguistic expression can be further studied scholastically by considering types of linguistic ambiguity and examining the different levels at which ambiguity occurs. The types (section 2.7) and levels of ambiguity (section 2.7) are discussed in detail in the following sections.
TYPES OF AMBIGUITY
Ambiguities can be classified in different ways depending upon the principles used for classification. A broad classification of ambiguity based on the reason behind it will be of intentional ambiguities (e.g.: some literary text) and nonintentional (e. g: real world language use) ambiguities.
If one takes into account the extension or scope of ambiguities, then the ambiguities may be classified as local or global. In case of a local ambiguity, the individual part of a sentence or argument has more than one interpretation. The local ambiguity is one that is cleared up once a sentence is read or heard. Garden path sentences normally have local ambiguity. (e.g.: "The old train (noun) left the station" and "the old trained (verb) the young"). In case of global ambiguity, the sum of all individual parts or the whole sentence has more than one interpretation. Global ambiguity remains even after the sentence is read or heard. (e.g.: I know more rich persons than Ambani. (Indian English)) Depending upon whether an ambiguity jumps to the eye or is revealed only by application of mind, it can be classified as either a patent ambiguity or a latent ambiguity. Latent ambiguity arises when the argument is sufficiently certain and free from ambiguity, but the ambiguity is produced by something extrinsic or by collateral matter that is not part of the argument. (e.g.: same name for two persons). Patent ambiguity occurs when a clause in an argument is so defectively expressed that a reader or hearer is unable to collect the intention of the writer or speaker. (e.g.: instances of deliberate wrong interpretation of a law)
Empson showed how even literary ambiguities (which do not form part of the normal channels of communication) can be located and identified. For his purpose of literary criticism, he found that ambiguities (as defined by him) could be classified into seven types 6 . These are based on their appearance or nature and may be listed as below.  A detail is effective in several ways at once.  Two or more alternate meanings are resolved into one.  Two apparently unconnected meanings are given simultaneously.  Alternate meanings combine to show a complicated state of mind of the poet.  The poet discovers the idea while writing. (A creative use of language.)  The poem has contradictory meaning and the reader is required to invent interpretation.  There is complete contradiction in the meaning, which reflects a contradiction in the mind of the poet.
At the risk of oversimplification, it may be stated that literary ambiguities arise since authors tend to see what they mean rather than what they say. However, we are obviously not limited by Empson in classification of ambiguities.
There is also a philosophical relevance regarding types of ambiguity. Philosophical distinctions can be obscured by unnoticed ambiguities. Therefore, it is important to identify terms that do a double duty. For example, there is a kind of ambiguity, often described as the "act and object" or the "process and product" ambiguity, exhibited by everyday terms like building and thought. Another common philosophical ambiguity is the "type and token" distinction. Everyday terms like book, concept and word apply both to types and to instances (tokens) of those types. The same is true of linguistic terms like sentence, word and letter and of philosophically important terms like concept, event and mental state.
While studying words from the dictionary 2 and Marathi wordnet 1 several more types of ambiguities were noted as follows.  The name of action and instrument (e.g. "iistrii"/ "iistrii" / iron)  The language and the language speaker or the people from the place (e.g.
"jarman" / jarman / German)  The whole and its part (e.g. "chandan" / "chandan" / sandal wood)  The raw material and the finished product (e.g. "khasa" / khasa" / khus)  The name of community or the cast or the sect and its member (e.g. "aadiwaasii" / "aadiwaasii" /Aadivasi or "braahmaNa" / "baamana" / Brahmin or "kaarakhaanadaara" / "kaarakhaanadaara" / industrialist)  The profession and the person involved in that profession (e.g. "shikshaka"/ shikshaka"/ teacher)  A verb and its argument (e.g. "gaaNe" / gaanaa / sing & song)  A collection and the space occupied by it (e.g. "jaga" / "jaga" / world (& peo ple living in it))  A collection and single member of it (e.g. "farashii" / "farasa" / pile of tiles & a single tile)
LEVELS OF AMBIGUITY
In another view of the matter, ambiguities will have different levels, different complexities, and different occurrences. Levels of ambiguity differ from types of ambiguity. Types of ambiguity refer to classification of various ambiguities based on some criteria. Levels of ambiguity refer to various linguistic levels where occurrences of ambiguity are analyzed. Ambiguity requires identifying a level of linguistic description at which the sentence can be assigned two distinct structures. These levels may be represented graphically as in figure 2. 
Categorical Ambiguity
Existence of more than one terminal symbol (terminal symbol is a sentence constituent / structure that cannot be split up) leads to categorical ambiguity. It is also described as lexical ambiguity (e.g.: homonymous words: bank). Ambiguity at morphological level is an example of categorical ambiguity.
Phonological Ambiguity
When there is more than one way to break up the sound stream, it is described as phonological ambiguity. For example, in Marathi, it can be "bighaDalo" or "bii -ghaDalo / "bighaDe" or "sudhare" / got wrong or got developed. Phrase in Marathi and Hindi, "jayashrii hanumaana" or "jay shree hanumaana" name of a girl or woman or saluting God Hanumaan. In English, I scream and ice-cream or boys/boy"s/boys".
Word Sense Ambiguity
When a word has one terminal symbol but can refer to different concepts it leads to word sense ambiguity (e.g.: polysemous words: see).
Structural Ambiguity
Possibility of more than one parse for a sentence is described as structural ambiguity. It is possible even if none of the constituents is ambiguous (e.g.: short men and women).
Scope Ambiguity
A sentence like "everybody loves somebody" is said to exhibit scope ambiguity because it can be used to mean either that for each person, there is somebody which that person loves or (however unlikely) that there is somebody that everybody loves. This phenomenon is neither semantic nor structural in nature, but can be used to denote meaning in either way. The sentence may not be ambiguous but merely semantically under-determinate with respect to its two alleged "readings". Different logical forms can conclude such meanings.
Pragmatic Ambiguity
Pragmatic ambiguity refers to any occurrence of two different speech acts performed by a linguistic expression instanced by its effect rather than its semantic meaning. It includes instances of "oxymoron" which involves a phrase that combines two words that seem to be the opposite of each other (e.g.: deafening silence). To be more explicit, consider the sentence "The window is open". Depending upon the situation, it can be merely a statement or request to close the window.
These types and levels of ambiguity are not active in a simple manner. Many times it is difficult to define the exact type and level of ambiguity. For example, consider the following Marathi sentence, "shankaraasa pujiyale sumanaane". It means in Hindi, "bhagawaana shankara ko fuulon se / achchhe mana se puujaa" or (purush) shankara kaa (achchhe mana se) aadara kiyaa" It means in English, Lord Shankara is worshiped with flowers / with good mind or (person) Shankar is adored/is respected. In this case, all three constituents are ambiguous as well as the sub-categorization of verb form "pujiyale" for noun phrase "sumanaane" is also ambiguous. This is the example of amphiboly (grammatical ambiguity), lexical ambiguity, and ambiguity at word level as well as at sentence level.
SANSKRIT TRADITION
It would be equally interesting to find out how ambiguities are handled in Sanskrit tradition.
Grammarians like "yaaska" ("nirukta", 7th century BC), "Panini" ("ashTaadhyaayi", 5th century BC), "shaakalya" ("padapatha"), "bhartrihari" ("vaakyapadiya", 5th century AD), "naagesha" ("manjushaa", "shekhara", "udyota", "sphoTawaada" etc. 18th century AD), and poets like "bhaamaha" ("kaavyaalankaara"), "aanandavardhana" ("dhwanyaloka"), "mammaTa" ("kaavyaprakaasha"), "vishvanaatha" ("saahityadarpaNa"), "jagannatha" ("rasagangaadhara"), and logicians like "gangesha" ("tattvachintaamaNi"), "raghunaatha" ("didhiti"), "jayanta" ("nyayamanjari"), "udayana" ("nyayakusumaanjali"), "jagadisha" ("shaktivaada, vyutpattivaada".) and hermenuticians like "kumaarila" ("shloka / tantra-vartikaa"), "waachaspati" ("shastradipikaa"), "khanDadeva" ("bhattarahasya, bhattadipikaa") have contributed to the discussion on meaning and the principles for determining the meaning among all possible meanings of a given language entity. (Name of a person is followed by the books written by him and his era, given in the bracket.) (All information about Sanskrit Tradition is collected with the help of Prof. Malhar Kulkarni, I. I. T. Bombay, Humanity Department, Sanskrit Language, Grammar and Literature)
THE PLACE OF AMBIGUITY IN THE SANSKRIT TRADITION
In Sanskrit, the relation between the lexical entries ("prakrutii"), different suffixes ("pratyaya"), and their particular meanings ("artha") are expressed in rules which take the form of equations. Sanskrit grammarians hold that one obtains knowledge of a word whereas the word refers to the meaning of a thing along with the meaning of other related things.
Determination of Meaning in The Sanskrit Grammatical Tradition
"Word-Meaning" relation is arbitrary. "sanketa" (reference) establishes the relation (sambandha) between word and meaning. Knowing any language means knowing the "sanketa" about the relation between sounds and their meaning. "waachya" (primary -verbal), "lakshya" (secondary -verbal), "wyangya" (suggested/implied -verbal/non verbal) are three types of meanings. For example, gangaa means as waters of gangaa (waachya), as banks of gangaa (lakshya), and as association with coolness and purity (wyangya).
"sanketa" is the means to knowledge. The eight ways to understand meaning are "wyaakaraNa" (grammar), "upamaana" (vehicle), "kosha" (dictionary), "aptawaakya" (the particular sentence whose constituent it is), "wyavahaara" (language use), "waakyashesha" (sentence segment), "wiwriti" (exposition / interpretation), and "saannnidhya" (relatedness).
"anwaya" (association) &"wyatireka" (difference), and "awapa" (insertion) &"udwapa" (removal) are techniques that can be used to understand "sanketa".
"padadnyaana" (knowledge of the sound), "padaarthadnyaana" (knowledge of the meaning of the sound), "sanketasmaraNa" (recollection / retrieval of knowledge of the relation between the sound and its meaning) are the means available for human beings to acquire verbal knowledge.
The Process of Determining Meaning
The process of determining meaning encounters two situations. Firstly, where a word has only one meaning and secondly where a word has multiple meanings. In the first case, the procedures, "anwaya" (association) and "wyatireka" (difference) or "awapa" (insertion) and "udwapa" (removal) play a prominent role in determining the meaning. However, it must be made sure that prior to the application of these procedures, language-usage ("wyavahaara") data is available. This enables one to compare the relation of the word in question with other words and the case markers it takes etc. In the absence of such data, the technique and the principles of etymology can be tried / availed.
The second case where there is a concern with determining one meaning out of many possible meanings refers to ambiguity. Ambiguity is looked upon as "anekaartha", i.e. multiple meanings. The concept of "anekaartha" is restricted to the primary meaning. The secondary meaning and the "wyangyaartha" are not taken into consideration when a word is said to have multiple meanings. The classical debate running for years on the issue of "anekaartha" (multiple meanings) is whether the word under consideration is one or many words as many as their meanings. There were strong groups supporting both sides.
THE PRINCIPLES OF RESOLVING AMBIGUITY
The principles relevant to resolve ambiguities are listed in the following stanza 6 . शं योगो वळप्रयोगश्च शाषचयं वळरोतधता। This stanza implies that, if there is any problem as to which of the several meanings of a word is to be understood, there are several factors which prove to be relevant to specify the expected meaning. These include "sanyoga" (union), "wiprayoga" (dissociation), "saahacharya" (association), "wirodha" (oppositeness), "artha" (intention), "prakaraNa" (extra linguistic context), "linga" (gender), "shabdasya sannidhi" (proximity of words), "saamarthya" (forcefulness), "auchiti" (consistency, appropriateness), "kaala" (time or period), "wyakti" (person), "swara" (sound or accent), "sthaana" (place) and "hetu" (purpose). These factors can be illustrated as below.  "samyoga": (connective or conjunct use, union) "hari" means Vishnu, lion, monkey etc. In segment, "sashankhachakro harih", "hari" is described being with the conch (shankh) and the wheel (chakra). The connection of the word "hari" with the words, "shankh" and "chakra" indicates that the meaning of "hari" here is Vishnu and not anything else.  "wiprayoga": (separating or disjunctive/disjoint use, dissociation, absence). "hari" means Vishnu, lion, monkey etc. In segment, "ashankhachakro harih", "hari" is described as being without the conch (shankh) and the wheel (chakra). This implies that "hari" is necessarily with "shankh" and "chakra" but it is not so here. Because in case of other meanings, it is not relevant to describe so. The prefix "a" indicating the absence of certain necessary attributes to "hari" shows that the meaning intended here is Vishnu. The meaning is obtained on the principle of dissociation.  "saahacharya": (association) "arjun" means the son of Kunti and the name of a king. The segment, "bhimaarjunau", literally means bhiima and arjun. An association of the word "bhiima" with "arjun" indicates that the meaning of "arjun" here is "the son of Kunti" and not "the name of a king".  "wirodha": (opposition, contradiction) "karNa means ear and the son of Kunti.
The segment, "karNaarjunau" means Karna and Arjuna. Because of the fact that ear and Arjun can not go together, here, "karNa" means "the son of Kunti" and not "ear". The principle of opposition operates here.  "artha": (intention) "sthaaNu" means a pillar and Lord Siva. The segment "sthaaNum wande" literally means I salute the "sthaaNu". Here the intention is to salute "sthaaNu. One can not salute a pillar. So, "sthaaNu" is understood as Lord Siva and not pillar. Here principle of intention determines the meaning.  "prakaraNa": (extra linguistic context / subject of the discussion / discourse) "saindhawa" means salt and a horse from the region of "sindhu". The segm ent "saindhawam aanaya" literally means bring the salt/horse. If the extra linguistic context is "dining table", it would mean "bring salt". If the extra linguistic context is related to horse as in case of war or race or otherwise, it would mean "bring horse". Here the principle of extra linguistic context or subject of the discussion / discourse is active while determining the meaning. More likely, ambiguity at pragmatic level can be best resolved using this principle.  "linga": (gender) "mitra" means sun and friend. Here the principle of grammatical gender of the word decides the meaning. In the sense of sun the word is used grammatically in masculine gender while in the sense of friend, the word is used grammatically in neuter gender.  "saamarthya": (force/forcefulness) "udara" means stomach or belly of a pregnant woman. The segment "anudara kanyaa" literally means a maiden/girl without an "udara". Any human being can not be without a stomach. So, by the force of the state of not having "udara" we conclude that the meaning of the word "udara" here is belly of a pregnant woman and not the stomach. Thus, the principle of forcefulness operates here in the process of determination of meaning of the word under consideration.  "auchitii": (propriety/consistency) "mukha" means face and to face. Consider the segment, "paatu wo daayitamukham". It literary means "let the "mukha" of the beloved save you." In this case, face has no propriety as far as the action of "saving" is considered. In other words, meaning of "mukha" as facing is consistent with the action of "saving". So, one can infer the meaning of the segment as "let the facing your beloved save you" and not otherwise. Thus, the principle of propriety or consistency works here.  "sthaana": (place (adverb)) "chandra" means moon and the name of a king/male. The segment "wibhati gagane chandrah" literally means "chandra" shines in the sky. The place adverb "gagane" related to the verb form "wibhati" determines that "chandra" must mean moon and not the king/person as a king/person can not shine in the sky ("gagane").  "kaalah": (time, tense, period) "madhu" means the name of a demon, spring and honey. The segment "madhunaa mattah pikah" literally means that the cuckoo gets/is intoxicated / excited in "madhu". The reference to period of intoxication / excitement implies the meaning of "madhu" as spring and not otherwise.  "swara": (accent, sound) "indrashatruu" means a person who is the killer of Indra or a person who is going to get killed by Indra. The stress on the first part of the word, "indra" implies the meaning as a person who is going to get killed by Indra while the stress on second part of the word, "shatruu" implies the meaning as a person who is the killer of Indra. Thus the principle of accent works here.
The abovementioned principles / factors can be grouped under a few heads like Linguistic Context, Nonlinguistic Context and Accent.
AMBIGUITY AND MEANING
In essence, ambiguity is strictly speaking, a property of linguistic expressions. Resolving ambiguity involves obtaining exact meaning, interpretation and understanding of the expression. A word, a phrase, or a sentence is ambiguous if it has more than one meaning. Obviously, this definition does not say what meanings are or what does it mean for an expression to have one or more than one meaning. The discussion on ambiguity would be incomplete without an account of the theories of meaning. This brief discussion on meaning covers various theories.
Many different things are said to mean in different ways; people mean to do various things; tools and other artifacts are meant for various things; people mean various things by using words and sentences; natural signs mean things; representations in people's minds also presumably mean things etc. Meaning can be in the sense of purpose as in the case when something is said to be meant for something or in the sense of representing or signifying.
A meaning of a word is just the thing that a word signifies or applies to in current or possible world. To extract the meaning of an expression, the reader or hearer has to apply his own diverse capacities at each moment. Sometimes one meaning of an expression is derived from another meaning. Meaning has referential, structural and contextual dimensions.
Meaning is the customary significance attached to the use of an expression including both its literal sense and emotive associations, which is elucidated in the definition. In linguistics, meaning refers to lexicon's content, morpheme's function and pragmatics of syntax.
A theory of meaning is developed in different disciplines, namely, linguistics and its subfields, semantics, semiotics and hermeneutics.
'MEANING' IN LINGUISTICS
In linguistics, meaning is the content carried by the words or signs. These are exchanged by people during communicating through language. Meanings may take many forms, such as evoking a certain idea, or denoting a certain real-world entity.
Meanings are considered to be abstract logical objects. According to the well known AAA framework 7 ( Aristotle, Augustine, and Aquinas), meaning is a relationship between two sorts of things, namely, "signs" and the kinds of things they "mean" (intend, express or signify). Here, a sign is defined as an entity that indicates another entity to some agent for some purpose.
Idea Theory
Idea theories of meaning holds that meanings are ideas. Here, the concept of idea is either used to refer to mental representation or to mental activity in general. Each idea is understood to be necessarily about something external and/or internal, real or imaginary as in case of class of cats and a particular cat. John Locke 8 (strident defender of strong forms of idea theory of meaning) stressed that words are used both as signs for ideas and also to signify the lack of certain ideas.
Philosophers like Ludwig Wittgenstein held that ideas alone are unable to account for the different variations within a general meaning 9 . For example, any hypothetical image of the meaning of "cat" has to include varied images of all and particular cats and this seems impossible to imagine. Further, non-lexical items like "the" have a meaning, but one would be hard-pressed to find a mental representation that fits it. It is argued that though it is not known what Bismarck's mother looked like, yet the phrase "Bismarck's mother" still has meaning. Another point is that it is difficult to explain how words and phrases combine into sentences if only ideas were involved in meaning.
The Theory of Prototypes
The theory of prototypes, a weaker idea theory, supported by cognitive scientists Eleanor Rosch 10 and George Lakoff 11 , suggests that many lexical categories have radial structures. The category of "birds" may feature the robin as the prototype. The membership of this category can be compared with robin and verified.
The Theory of Truth and Meaning
Some thinkers and researchers have asserted that meaning is substantially nothing more or less than the truth conditions they involve and an emphasis is placed upon reference to actual things in the world to account for meaning. The logical positivists advocated a truth-theory of meaning 12 saying that the meaning of a statement arose from how it is verified.
Meaning is communicated through the use of language. In communication through language meaning has to do with the distribution of signs in sign relations. It is interpreted as a relationship between ontology and truth.
The concern of truth theory about verifying truth condition to render meaning seems to be of no direct use while trying to understand the relation between ambiguity and meaning that we seek to establish for research on disambiguation. When it comes to interpreting meaning as a relationship between ontology and truth, the truth theory offers a way to find solutions for disambiguation.
Ontology
Ontology is a science of "being(s)". Ontology mainly deals with the precise utilization of words as descriptors of entities or realities. Any ontology must give an account of which words refer to entities, which do not, why, and what categories result. Usually, the entities are divided into groups called "categories In automated ontologies, the links between entities are computed vectors without explicit meaning. Various automated technologies like latent semantic indexing 13 and support vector machines 14 as well as natural language processing (section 4.3 of chapter 1), neural networks (sections 4.2 & 4.3 of chapter 1) and predicate calculus 15 techniques are being developed to compute the meaning of words.
The Theory of Universals
The theory of universals discusses the complexity of relating language to ontological theory. A universal is a type, a property, or a relation. The noun universal contrasts with individual, while the adjective universal contrasts with particular (instances of universals) or sometimes with concrete.
Substance theory
Substance theory 16 , or substance attribute theory, is an ontological theory about object hood, positing that a substance is distinct from its properties. Substances are treated as having attributes and modes. The basic problems in ontology include finding what do people mean when they say, "A is B", "A must be B" and "A was B". It necessitates finding a subject/predicate, a relationship, and an object/argument to talk about.
Heidegger's Argument
Martin Heidegger 17 attempted to distinguish being and existence. He argued that as the verb "to be" has many different meanings in different contexts, there are many different ways of being. "Becoming" acts as the process by which "being" comes into existence, or "becoming" is the unity of being and not-being. The reality is always in a process of becoming that is viewed as a reference or equivalence
18 .
An equivalence relation "~" is reflexive (a ~ a), symmetric (if a ~ b then b ~ a), and transitive (if a ~ b and b ~ c then a ~ c). An equivalence relation partitions a set into several disjoint subsets, called equivalence classes whose elements are equivalent among themselves, and no element is equivalent with any element from a different class.
A reference
19 is a relation between objects in which one object designates, or acts as a means by which to connect to or link to, another object; where objects can be concrete as well as abstract. An object which is named by a reference, or to which the reference points, is called a referent. Gottlob Frege argued that reference cannot be treated as identical with meaning. He explained that "Hesperus", an ancient Greek name for the evening star and "Phosphorus", an ancient Greek name for the morning star both refer to Venus, but the astronomical fact that 'Hesperus" is "Phosphorus' can still be informative, even if the 'meanings' of both "Hesperus" and "Phosphorus" are already known. This problem led Frege to distinguish between the "sense" and "reference' of a word.
Sinn and Bedeutung bu Frege
The distinction between "Sinn" and "Bedeutung" was an innovation of the German philosopher and mathematician Gottlob Frege 2o . Sinn and Bedeutung are usually but not always translated as sense and reference, respectively. Sinn and Bedeutung, can be translated as sense and meaning or as sense and nominatum. For Sinn, writers have used the terms sense, meaning, intention, connotation, and content. For Bedeutung, writers have used the terms reference, referent, meaning, extension, denotation, nominatum, and designatum. So, some caution is due. For the sake of this discussion the terms sense (Sinn) and reference (Bedeutung) are used.
According to Frege, sense and reference are two different aspects of the meaning of at least some kinds of terms (Frege applied "Bedeutung" mainly to proper names and, to a lesser extent, sentences). Roughly, a term's reference is the object it refers to and its sense is the way in which it refers to that object. He illustrated that since Deep Throat and Mark Felt mean the same thing, the two sentences "Everyone knows that Deep Throat is Deep Throat" and "Everyone knows that Deep Throat is Mark Felt" must also mean the same thing. But that is intuitively wrong. Similarly, the two linguistic expressions, "Mr. Thakaray, the founder of "Shiwasenaa" and "Mr. Thakarey, the cartoonist" differ in sense, but they do have the same referent that is Mr. Balasaheb Thakarey.
The reference is the object that the expression refers to. For instance, "trinetra" and "kailaasapati" and umaapati" and "gangaadhaarii" and shankara" and "umesha" all refer to God "mahesha" who mythologically stays on Himalaya who has three eyes, who is master of "kailaasa", a place and husband of "umaa", who bears "gangaa" on his head and so. Thus, all have the same reference but different presentational approach. The sense is the "cognitive significance" or "mode of presentation" of the referent. Linguistic expressions with the same reference may have different senses. It is clear that Frege certainly did not mean that the sense of a name is merely a collection of ideas a particular user of that name happens to associate with it; because the ideas figure into the meanings of terms in a public language and can be communicated, senses must be objective.
Broadly speaking, the reference (or referent, Bedeutung) of a proper name (or any linguistic entity) is the object it means or indicates. The sense (Sinn) of a proper name (or any linguistic entity) is whatever meaning it has, when there is no object to be indicated.
The Relation Between An Expression and Sense or Reference
One needs to capture the relation between an expression and its sense as well as an expression and its reference. What Frege wrote is translated as an expression.
Frege"s "sense and reference" distinction explains non-referring, nondenoting, or empty expression. Expressions like "the greatest integer" do not have a reference, but seem perfectly meaningful, as in claims like "the greatest integer is larger than one million". Thus, the expression has a sense but lacks a reference. In the case of "Odysseus was set down on the beach at Ithaca", Odysseus is a fictional character so, the name doesn"t mean anyone. Since a sentence's meaning is a function of the meanings of its parts, the parts of the sentence, such as Odysseus, seemingly do have meaning. Thus, it is possible for a term to have a sense without a reference, and this requires that sense cannot be defined simply as the mode of presentation of the reference, since sometimes there is no reference being presented.
Frege and Russell had a discussion 5 actually referring to different entities. Frege talks about (for example) sentences, which have both a sense (a proposition) and a reference (a truth value). Russell on the other hand deals directly with propositions, but construes these not as abstract para-linguistic items but as sets of objects and concepts.
We have not found anyone who has so far paralleled Frege"s concept of sense (common sense of "mont blanc" and different references of "mont blanc with its snowfields" and "mont blanc, high more than 4,000 meters") with the idea of universal against individuals. The present author sees some analogy among these two concepts.
An objection is taken to the possibility of a situation of a sense without a referent by few thinkers. It is always possible to have a connotation without a denotation, which may not be the case with sense and reference. A given sense always determines the same reference, which might not be the case with connotation and denotation.
Under a descriptivist reading of Frege, sense and reference are probably the same as connotation and denotation. The connotation of a predicate is the concept it expresses, or more often, the set of properties that determine whether an individual falls under it. The denotation of a concept is the actual collection of entities that do fall under it. Thus the connotation of bachelor is perhaps "unmarried adult male human" and its denotation is all the bachelors in the world.
Most clearly, a single concept which by definition has only one connotation and denotation (at a time) and it might be expressed by terms having different senses. For example, cat and feline have precisely the same connotation (member of the Feline family of carnivorous mammals), and obviously the same denotation (all the cats; that is, all the felines), but it is perfectly intelligible that someone should fail to realize that cat and feline mean the same, perhaps they have only heard one word applied to housecats, the other to tigers and lions. In that case, the words have different senses.
Despite of all this discussion about "sense", generally, "sense" in WSD, i.e. word sense disambiguation means a word sense which is one of the multiple meanings of that word in a context.
SEMANTICS
Semantics (Greek sēmantikos, giving signs, significant, symptomatic meaning, from sēma (σῆ μα), sign) refers to aspects of meaning, as expressed in language or other systems of signs. Semantics also denote the theoretical study of meaning in systems of signs.
Semantics involves the interplay of concrete data with theoretical concepts. In linguistics, semantics is the subfield that is devoted to the study of meaning, as borne on the syntactic levels of words, phrases, sentences, and even larger units of discourse (referred to as texts). The main question being asked is if a meaning is established by looking at the neighborhood in the semantic net of which the word is part of and by looking at the other words it occurs within natural sentences or if the meaning is already locally contained in a word.
Traditionally, semantics has included the study of connotative sense and denotative reference, truth conditions, argument structure, thematic roles, discourse analysis, and the linkage of all of these to syntax. One area of study of semantics is the meaning of compounds; the other is the study of relations between different linguistic expressions. These relations includes homonymy, synonymy, antonymy, polysemy, paronymy, hypernymy, hyponymy, meronymy, metonymy, holonymy, exocentricity, and endocentricity.
An attempt to defend a system based on propositional meaning for semantic under specification can be found in the Generative Lexicon model of James Pustejovsky, who extends contextual operations (based on type shifting) into the lexicon. This theory of lexical semantics addresses "multiplicity of word meaning" in terms of the active lexicon, a component in the linguistic description. It lays the foundation for a computational treatment of "word meaning" by connecting it to compositional semantics. The theory states that any meaning is only meaningful in reference to, and in distinction from, other meanings; there is no meaning in any stable or absolute sense 21 . The lexicon functions generatively, first by providing a rich and expressive vocabulary for characterizing lexical information; then, by developing a framework for manipulating fine-grained distinctions in word descriptions; and finally, by formalizing a set of mechanisms for specialized composition of aspects of such descriptions of words. When they occur in context, extended and novel senses are generated. Thus meanings are generated based on finite context. The concern is how words map to concepts. In the study of how and what the words of a language denote 21 , lexical relations are used in this field.
In psychology also, word meaning is measured by the company they keep that is the relationships among words themselves in a semantic network.
In essence, semanticists generally recognize two sorts of meaning that an expression (such as the sentence, "John ate a bagel") may have. The first is the relation that the expression, broken down into its constituent parts (signs), has to things and situations in the real world as well as possible worlds, and the second is the relation the signs have to other signs, such as the sorts of mental signs that are conceived of as "concepts". The relation between a sign and its objects is referred as its denotation and the relation between a sign and the signs that serve in its practical interpretation is referred as its connotation.
Hermeneutics
The hermeneutics 22 is the science of investigation and interpretation of human behavior including language usage. In archaeology, hermeneutics means the interpretation and understanding of material by analyzing possible meanings or social use. In sociology, hermeneutics means the interpretation and understanding of social events by analyzing their meanings to the human participants and their culture and it emphasizes the importance of the content as well as the form of any given social behavior. Researchers in computer science, especially those dealing with artificial intelligence, computational linguistics, knowledge representation, and protocol analysis, share the character of interpretive agents and the conduct of interpretive activities with hermeneutics.
The "being" of a symbol influences the thought and conduct of its interpreter. Every word, sentence, book, representamen depending upon conventions is a symbol. This leads to the necessary condition of considering other symbols in a string of language usage while interpreting any one of them.
The techniques used in Hermeneutics offers insights that may contribute to the understanding of meaning, translation, architectures for natural language understanding, and even to the methods suitable for scientific inquiry in AI 23 .
CONCLUDING COMMENTS
So far, we have seen that the meaning of "meaning" is expressed in a variety of ways. It can be relation between a linguistic sign and the thing it refers to, or the relation between a linguistic sign and other linguistic signs which together form a message or language usage, or an image or the idea about the thing under consideration, or proposition of a variable truth condition, or composition of sense and reference of a word together. In real world, meaning is expressed through synonyms in the same language or other language, or through paraphrasing in bundle of words. The meaning of a word is judged by contrasting it with its proper antonym (already discussed in the section on ambiguity and real world, section 2.1). These theoretical paradigms serve a robust foundation for designing representation of meaning in any NLP task.
The process of translation refers to the transfer of meaning. It is achieved by replacing words / word chunks from source text by their respective synonymous words / word chunks in the target language. Hence, for the purpose of this research, meaning of a linguistic entity will be represented by a pair of synonymous words or equivalent expressions, popularly known as translation equivalents, in the source language and the target language. Then ambiguity in such cases will refer to the possibility of expressing a linguistic unit (say, word) of the source language in more than one way in the target language. Resolving ambiguity then will advert to the ascertainment of the meaning of an expression (say, word) in source language in terms of a single synonymous expression (translation equivalent) in target language.
